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This statement has been provided in support of a proposed new
development of affordable housing on Bulbourne Road near the
village of Tring in Hertfordshire.

Dacorum Borough Council propose to develop the site to contain
eleven new houses to meet the local housing need.

The site is currently used as an informal parking for the allotment site
and the local residents.

The site is mostly open space, with a large portion covered by
compressed gravel, and backing onto open fields.

There are number of mature trees on the site along Bulbourne Road
and the South-West boundary which have been taken into
consideration in the proposals, to avoid significant loss of existing
trees and to provide screening of the development.

The new proposals, in consultation with the Planning Authority, are
an arrangement of a single row of housing, with 7no 2 bed houses
and 4no 3 bed houses.

The proposed houses have been arranged on the site to follow the
line of Myrtle cottages but set back from the road, mirroring the
1970’s development at the opposite end of the terrace. Similarly,
the materials chosen reflect the finish of the existing set back houses
which are predominantly brick.

One of the houses is designed to be fully wheelchair accessible with a
carport and space for an internal lift.

All houses are designed to the National Technical Housing Standards
and minimum Part M category 2 compliance.

The designs incorporate features such as bay windows, feature
windows to staircases, porch canopies and chimneys to further
enhance the vernacular aesthetic of the site but with clean, modern
detailing. This will soften the impact of the built elements and will be
used to create a distinctive character that relates well to the area.

The proposals will also have landscaped areas incorporating native
trees, shrubs and invertebrate planting to maintain the ecological
value and biodiversity of the site.

Design Statement
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A fabric first approach will be taken to the
design of the dwellings. A fabric first
approach means that the external fabric of
the building will be highly insulated and heat
loss reduced, meaning that the energy
consumption of the house will be significantly
reduced. The result is that the residents will
have lower energy bills and there will be less
reliance on renewable technologies which
often come with additional maintenance
costs.

We have included solar photovoltaic panels
on the South - East facing portion of the
roofs.

Sustainability Statement

Additionally, the allocated parking spaces for
each house will be provided with an external
electrical supply for vehicle charging to
provide the opportunity for the resident to
use electrical vehicles.

It is the council’s intent to use alternative
energy sources such as air-source heat
pumps, to minimise the carbon footprint of
the houses.

Air source heat pumps absorb heat from the
outside air to heat the home and provide hot
water. These can be installed on individual
dwellings, and result it higher fuel savings and
lower energy bills.

Air source heat pumps can be installed in the
rear gardens of dwelling, having no effect on
the building's facades.

In an effort to encourage the use of more
sustainable modes of transport, secure cycle
storage for bicycles is provided on the site for
the use of residents.

Water saving measures such as flow
restrictors, aerated taps and dual flush toilets
will be incorporated into the design, and
houses are expected to achieve an EPC rating
of B.
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Existing site plan
Application Boundaries
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Proposed site plan
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Birds eye view of site layout
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Site Entrance view
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Street scene

Proposed Street Elevation

Proposed Street Elevation - Enlarged
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Street Level view 
on approach
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Street scene

Proposed Street Elevation

Proposed Street Elevation - Enlarged
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Street Level view 
looking South East
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A1 - 3 Bed 5 Person House
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A1 - 3 Bed 5 Person House
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A2 - 3 Bed 5 Person House
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A2 - 3 Bed 5 Person House
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A3 - 2 Bed 4 Person House
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A3 - 2 Bed 4 Person House
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A4 - 2 Bed 4 Person House
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A4 - 2 Bed 3 Person House
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Landscape

The scheme aims to preserve where
ever possible the existing trees
located on site, with trees only ever
removed where it is essential. To
mitigate the loss of these removed
trees and the amenity they provide,
new trees and vegetation will be
planted.

This will soften the impact of the built
elements and will be used to create a
distinctive character that relates well
to their surroundings and is enjoyed
by the neighbouring properties.

A Proposed Landscape will be
produced to specify new trees, and
planting for the development.

Beds of wildflowers will be planted along Bulbourne road, with a number of the
existing trees maintained.

Shrubs and new trees will be introduced at the from of the houses to soften the
impact of the built environment.
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View of proposed development as seen from Bulbourne Road
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Materials

Charcoal Block Paving (parking)

Marigold Block Paving (paths) Tarmac (allotment parking)

Brindle Block Paving (road)

Ground Finishes

Building Finishes

Ibstock Leicester multi cream Redland DuoPlain
Charcoal Grey

3d image showing how material
combine in the proposals
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View of proposed development, Myrtle cottages and allotments


